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GREEN CLEAN presents improved sensor cleaning system for digital cameras.
Wet & Dry Sensor Cleaner:
Sensor cleaning made easy.
Sensor cleaning has been a hot topic among photographers
ever since the beginning of digital photography.

With the world´s leading WET & DRY cleaning system, GREEN CLEAN has offered the optimal solution
for dirty cameras sensors for years. Now the proven system has been further optimized with a new DRY
SWEEPER.
When shooting with DSLR´s (digital single lens reflex cameras) and especially with the new mirrorless
system cameras, dirt can often present major problems which is visible on the final image. Dirt can enter
the camera when changing lenses – and thus dust, pollen, sea water, greasy mechanical residues, and
any type of air pollution can settle on the sensor unimpeded.
GREEN CLEAN offers the solution.
The unique Sensor Cleaning System from GREEN CLEAN removes impurities effortlessly. Loose dirt
particles are simply sucked up contact- and residue-free with the MINI VACUUM. Any adhesive residue
can be removed with the proven WET & DRY Sensor Cleaner. The dirt is dissolved using the preimpregnated WET FOAM SWAB sponge and then removed with the DRY SWEEPER spatula. The high
quality, both in materials as well as in the production process, guarantees professional cleaning results!
WET & DRY – now even more efficient,
for even more effective cleaning, GREEN CLEAN has optimized, ergonomically adapted and equipped
the DRY SWEEPER with a silk derivative cloth. This guarantees even simpler, lint and streak-free
cleaning. The optimized DRY SWEEPER perfectly suits all DSLR and mirrorless camera formats.
Developed and manufactured by GREEN CLEAN in Austria.
ABOUT GREEN CLEAN:
The Austrian company GREEN CLEAN for fine technics has been a leading manufacturer of cleaning
products for photography, optics and electronics, laser technology etc...for 40 years. The product line
includes Air Duster and Dusting Tools, camera sensor cleaner, optics cleaner and computer cleaning
products, as well as fluids, cloths and cleaning swabs for various service areas.
More information: www.green-clean.at
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